Revolutionary Magazine Project
Working as a team, you will create a magazine. Use the following guidelines:

•
•
•

• Use A4 paper horizontally, so that when folded in half, there are two
pages formed.
• Your magazine must have at least TEN pages of content (five pages A4
paper)
• You may use whatever combination of apps or hand-created materials
to create your magazine.
All written pieces must be typed.
You may print out then use scissors and glue to assemble your magazine, or you can do all work
digitally.
Your magazine must be submitted as a hard copy, not a digital file.

Include the following sections in your magazine
1. All content must relate to the Revolutionary period of American history, so that all content
would be relevant to someone from that time period. This includes advertisements, jokes, and
horoscopes.
2. Art may be original or copied from the internet, but it must relate to issues of the time. If using
copied art, you must incorporate it into your magazine in such a way as to make it original.
3. All writing must be original. Do not plagiarize.
4. Create an original title for your magazine
5. Use a pen-name for each contributor
6. Include ten different aphorisms from a variety of cultures used throughout the magazine
7. Write two original short expository essays about an issue of the time (2-3 paragraphs in length)
8. Write a persuasive piece arguing a point of view from the time period (3-4 paragraphs)
9. Write a second persuasive piece arguing a counterpoint to the previous piece from the time
period (3-4 paragraphs)
10. Create four original advertisements using logical fallacies
a. Containing a picture
b. Containing writing
c. Advertisement must be original
11. Include one of the following:
a. Horoscopes
b. Jokes
c. Personal advertisements

